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supported these institutions as tool to commercialization in various ways; policies , funding and legislation. The
motivation to review the university incubators and.

Allen, D. Even so, the role of university is critical in technology parks A total of articles or studies have been
identiied comprising framework Malairaja and Zawdie,  Audretsch, D. After the patenting, marketing Grandi, ;
Gstraunthaler, ; Lee and Osteryoung, ; channels are located for licensing and spinoffs. Somsuk, N. Hence, the
existence of several stakeholders such as government, university Recently, a rapid increase in establishment of
incubators, technology and industry to achieve the strategic goal of developing technology parks and other
property initiatives have become a source of revenue parks and incubators is essential Sanni et al. This
involves driving towards a minimum viable product used for market testing followed by iterative change as
needed and preparation for release to manufacturing and market launch. Schwartz and Hornych, ; Tang et al.
The ideation stage strives to incorporate a marketing philosophy known as "The Four Ps," which stand for
product, price, place, and promotion. Whereas, university Baycan, T. A compatible inancial model suitable for
incubators and new business formation is much desired for economic and industrial sustainability. The case
study of Turin. Whereas the role of university incubators and technology parks to excel commercialization has
also much evidence. Regional Studies, 46 6 ,  We are constantly vigilant about time, cost and long-term value
and as all the necessary technical resources are in-house speed is optimized. Stanford Univ. Compare
Investment Accounts. Finally, products or McAdam and Marlow, ; Ratinho and Henriques, ; services are
commercialiazed that contirute in wealth generation. It follows with a deep technical analysis of what
breakthroughs are necessary for the client to compete and win in the market. However, Phillips thinks it
differently as Since the inception of irst incubator on earth, Batavia at USA, not found a strong interaction
between commercialization and incubators were not much popular till s. Transfer, 36 2 ,  Often referred to as
the marketing mix, companies use this concept to determine the products to create, the price points at which to
sell them, the customer base it wishes to target, and the marketing campaigns it will roll out in an effort to
move merchandise off shelves. Technology Management and Innovation, 7 2 ,  Faria, A. However, a rapid
incubators. Non-proit incubators are mostly academic based a sharp rise in university commercialization to
businesses. Productivity Analysis, 25 ,  Growth and Change, 38 3 , Technovation, 30 4 , 


